
 

 
 

 

Dear Parents/ Carers 
 

We have almost reached the end of term and we are nearly ready for a holiday and some precious time 
together at home with our families. I truly cannot believe how fast the time has passed since September 
and how many Greenside adventures we have shared and enjoyed! 
 

We would like to thank the PSA for organizing a fab Winter Fair and giving us all a super warm shared 
afternoon that reminded us how lucky we are to have such a supportive community. The day itself was 
fun and the funds that it raised will be so well used to enhance the opportunities we are able to give our 
students. Thank you to everyone who was involved in the day - either in the organization, set up, coming 
along on the day or in that enormous operation tidy up that took place at the end of the afternoon. We’re 
looking forward to the summer already! 
 

May I remind all parents/ carers that for safeguarding purposes adults are not allowed to go beyond the 
Foyer area without a staff member after 9.00am. All students who are late must go to class with a 
Greenside member of staff. 
May we also ask that parents/ carers do not open the door to anyone or let anyone else in when they 
are in the Foyer. The potential risk for us when people do this is high. Thank you for your support. 
 

Our Newsletter today shares the recent achievements and successes of our students. 
We have been into that strange and surreal space this week of running our Data Capture 2 week 
alongside our accelerated rehearsals for all of our end of term events and completion of our STAR Day 
and Film Crew Day learning - always a joy to track and see because it is where our World Ready and 
Test Ready come together with panache. 
 

As I explained in our previous Newsletter please check out the calendar for the end of event term 
arrangements. 

 We have an EYFS Nativity planned with some carol singing from our KS1 and KS2 students to. 
 We have a KS1 and KS2 Christmas sharing morning - which promises to be exciting. 
 We are also combining our Film Crew event with a performance of Metamorphosis by some of 
our Y6 students. The plan is to unveil our Continents Sculptures and then screen our Short Films at 
the end of the day on Thursday 14th December - with hot chocolate and treats! We are then inviting 
families to pop over to Hammersmith Academy where we will be performing the Kafka play with 
authenticity and passion! 

 
Wishing you a warm and wintery couple of weeks ahead. 
Karen  
 
 
 
1. Message from the Head of School 
 

Tis the season to be jolly and what better way to get into the seasonal mood than immersing yourself in 
an incredible Winter Wonderland right here at Greenside! We have been working closely with RPM, our 
neighbouring business, over the last few weeks, as they wanted our help to do something lovely for the 
community. If you haven't seen it already, they created a huge advent calendar in their front window 
using the artwork of our students for the images behind each window. The students had great fun 
creating what 'The True Meaning of Winter' was to them in the competition to make it to the calendar. 
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With a few more days to go, who knows who else's art work is behind one of those windows! If that wasn't 
enough fun, RPM wanted to then say 'Thank You' for helping them out by putting together something our 
students would never forget - Welcome to the Greenside Winter Wonderland. There were snow people, 
penguins, reindeer, white picket fences, and letterboxes for that list for someone important to check, log 
cabins, hot chocolate, marshmallows and of course - snow! All right here in our very own playground. 
Never missing an opportunity for learning, the students spent the day engaged in a whole range of        
experiences inspired by the  

Wonderland and everyone was absolutely buzzing 
all day. The wonder of the world created by RPM 
for our students is something they will truly never 
forget and they have captured the magic of the 
season   perfectly for us all - THANK YOU RPM! 
Robin Yeats – Head of School 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Sharing Recent Events 
 

We are delighted to share even more news from 
our Specialism Award Groups to help you understand and learn about our Award Scheme. 
a) Arts World 

This half term the students taking part in the Arts Mark specialism have been working really hard to put 
their performance together. We have spent a lot of time writing our own script for our performance based 
on inspiration taken from our painting, entitled ‘The Bridge’. We have also managed to source some of the 
props and costumes required for our vision. On Friday we went to visit the Bush Theatre, who gave us 
some helpful suggestions about how we could act certain roles. This advice will help us to be able to    
refine our acting skills during our upcoming rehearsal this week. 
 

b) Giving at Christmas 

For most of this half term, the charity specialism (with guidance from the charity student leaders) has    
focused on helping those in need through making and sending gifts rather than donating money. Origami 
snowflakes, pop-up Christmas cards and personalised bracelets were all made to send to cheer up those 
who might be spending Christmas in a homeless shelter. 
As well as this, students took part in a silent walk. They were incredibly focused and mostly silent - until 
they saw how generous our local community were. The charity specialism managed to raise another £70 
to send to Good Chance, which is quite incredible for 45 minutes of silent walking. 
 

Well done and thank you to our charity specialism students! 
 

c) Healthy Living 
This half term we have been studying how we can live a healthy lifestyle within our specialism. We have 
looked at the skeletal system and how we can keep fit and how important a good diet is to stay healthy. 
We have also looked at how these factors can contribute to excelling in different sports. 
“We need to eat lots of vegetables to stay healthy” and “I need to build up my muscles so I can be strong” 
are some of the comments our students have made.  
We may be seeing the early developments of future sports stars... watch this space! 
 
 

3. Parent/ Carer Events  

 

a) Nativity 

The Reception Class is excited to announce that on Monday the 18th of December we will be hosting and 
performing this year's Nativity. The show will begin at 2:00pm. Families and friends are invited to join us in 



 
b) Christmas at Greenside – Across the Universe! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Sharing our Learning 
 

Our Film Inspired English and STEM Learning for autumn term 2 comes to an end. We are proud to share 
some final thoughts. 
 

a) Nursery Blossom and Grow! 
This term, Nursery has really enjoyed learning about The Lorax and continuing our theme of                  
environmentalism that will link all our topics and films this year. Our forest school day earlier this term was 
a great way for us to learn more about trees and their importance to us- especially the consequences if we 
chop them down! We also really began to understand the message of the story and how important it is 
that we look after and respect trees and our environment. 
 
b) Reception Love The Lorax! 

This half term the students in Reception really immersed themselves in the film The Lorax. They took on 
the roles of the different characters from The Lorax in their imaginative play and were able to act out their 
favourite moments from the film. They used their phonic knowledge to write letters to the Once-ler from 
the Lorax. They also enjoyed a STEM project in which they had to carefully design a new habitat for the 
animals after the Once-ler had chopped all of the Truffula trees down with his axe.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

c) Y1 Travel the continents 

Y1 have had a great time going to different countries with the Thornberry family. We have travelled from 
Africa to the North Pole. A highlight from this term was our study of Egypt and looking at pyramids and 
how they were made. Take a look at us building our own pyramids and becoming mummies! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d) Y2 say goodbye to Aslan! 

The Y2 students have been besotted by Aslan (obviously!) and we used pastels, crayons and pencil to 
draw pictures of Aslan, inspired from different film stills. We then used these images to help us think of 
similes to describe the Mighty Lion. It was wonderful to see the different interpretations of Aslan as a lion. 
Some were roaring and angry and some were calm and caring. We stuck our similes on our pictures then 
used them to write a piece about Aslan – he will always hold a special place in our hearts! 



 

e) Y3 - Back to Future – a memory! 

As our time studying Back to the Future draws to a close we can safely say 
that our Y3 students have had a lot of fun! We have built and raced our 
own time travel vehicles and have refined our ability to use  conjunctions in 
order to describe the issues Marty is facing and his race against time to get 
home. We used the food served in the diner such as pizzas and burgers to 
help us to think about fractions and have been challenging ourselves to 
find fractions of quantities. In order to help us to build the most effective  
vehicles possible, we tested different materials and shapes to see how far 
each would be able to roll and created our own hypotheses about the    
results. As part of this process we discussed the importance of fair testing 
and recording our results accurately. We have loved our time as scientists! 
 
 
 
 
 

f) Y4 - Delorean Champions! 
Students in Y4 immersed themselves in the past this term by travelling back to Hill Valley 1955 alongside 
Marty McFly in his bid to change time and save Doc. Through the film the children explored how the film 
portrayed the difference in time through setting, wardrobe, haircuts and vehicles; and then wrote about the 
comparison using time connectives, comparative connectives and fronted adverbials. They had some 
great experiences writing a letter to save Doc (discussing the consequences of what they revealed) and 
what might happen if they created a paradox (would Marty be a ghost?), and instructions on how to time 
travel in a Delorean, whilst also attempting to tactfully remind the Doc to use deodorant amongst other 
things (well if you could say something that could change the future – what would you say?)  

The 80’s Delorean had a revival at Greenside as the students captured the iconic vehicle in a box frame 
Design and Technology project – after designing the dimensions, measuring and sawing balsa wood they 
used mitre and butt joints to make a 3D frame. Finally chaos ensued covering and painting frames whilst 
making circuits for the headlight light bulbs to come on in a circuit with a simple switch. Some students 
given the time would have been adding sound systems and motors! 
The final stage of our project was to roll these Deloreans in a controlled scientific experiment to assess 
the success of motion. Firstly they made justified predictions, and then graphed and analysed the results.. 
some concluded that the results were affected by build quality! Well done Y4! 
 
g) Y5 Documentary Makers 

This half term in Y5 we have seen some real progress from the students. They absolutely loved our focus 
on animals, which is a key theme in Life of Pi. We used this to focus a lot of writing - creating reports on a 
chosen animal and then on their own fictitious creatures (the globster was a favourite of mine); students 
even wrote from the perspective of Richard Parker - the tiger from the novel and film. They turned their 
reports into David Attenborough style documentaries. 
 

Science learning has been really exciting with a mix of two scientific areas. Students learnt more about 
living things including the five animal kingdoms. An objective of presenting their learning to the class led to 
a full cheer leading performance on the topic of 'bacteria'. Amazing. Learning more about forces had    
students developing fair tests. They made links with forces such as upthrust and designed and             
constructed the hull of a boat with watertight compartments and bulkheads included. After damaging their 
boats, they still managed to keep them afloat - excellent engineering. 
What a fantastic first term, Year 5. Well done! 
 

h) Y6 Life of Pi comes to an end 

This term Y6 have really enjoyed all of our learning linked to the Life of Pi. Since our trip to Southall to get 
us into the mood, we have spent this term developing our descriptive writing skills as we rewrote some of 
the key scenes from the film. In our STEM sessions, we have enjoyed linking our learning to our lifeboat 
projects where we got to engineer the boats from an initial plan and then used them to pull out further 
learning on measures and angles. Our science work based on living things linked beautifully to this film 
and provided us with further opportunities to combine Maths with science as we created branching data-
bases and pi charts. Fantastic learning this term Y6! 



 

b) Film Crews across the Universe - Greenside Short Films & Big Sculptures 
 

Dear Greenside community 

We warmly (and enthusiastically cordially invite you all to join us on Thursday 14th December at 3:45pm 
to explore a journey through the continents of the world! 
All of our Film Crews have been immersing themselves in the geography, history, art, culture and          
literature of their continents this half term and have created their own short films to present aspects of 
their continent that have inspired them. 
This term we have also challenged our crews to become sculptors and create a large-scale representation 
of their continent in anyway they chose to interpret it. The event will start with the grand unveiling of the 
sculptures in the hall at 3:45pm with mince pies to munch on while you wonder in awe at their creations. 
Each Film Crew classroom will then be transformed into a cinema so you can view the students' short 
films from approximately 4:00pm - 4:30pm and experience the continents through the their eyes. We will 
be uploading the films to our YouTube channel asap too. Please come and enjoy.  
If you are coming over to Hammersmith Academy at 6.00pm to watch our Y6 performance of               
Metamorphosis please make sure you have purchased a ticket from KBS or the Office. 
We hope you have a wonderful Thursday with us! 
 
Crew 1 – North America 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Crew 2 – Asia 
 
 



 
Crew 3 – Europe 
Crew 3 kindly welcome you to come and see their news channel shows on dynasties of Europe! You will 
be amazed with all of our factual information and our understanding of how a dynasty is created. The fun 
doesn't stop there - we will even be showing intricate sculptures with Europe as our vision. We cannot wait 
for you to see our hard work.  
 
Crew 4 – South America  

Crew 4 would love you to invite you to explore the joys of their continent captured in our short 
films and installations next week – an experience not to be missed!  
 

Crew 5 – Africa 

 

 
 
 
5. Student Stars at Greenside 
 

Our Christmas season Greenside Stars are all features below for this week and they have all achieved 
something special. Our extra congratulations go to  Una (Y2) and Zahra (Y6) for being nominated as the 
Screen Stars of the week and they will take pride of place on our Foyer Film Screen over the festive peri-
od – well-done to everyone who has appeared on our list this calendar year! 
 
 
a) Greenside STARS 

Ryan for his interest and enthusiasm about Christmas! (Nursery) 

Cosimo for always being a kind and sharing friend (Nursery) 
 
Arwen for remembering all of her lines in Nativity rehearsals (Reception) 

Rian for listening carefully and following instructions in class (Reception) 

 
 
 

 
 



 

Albert growing confidence and enthusiasm towards Y1 activities (Y1) 

Auberon for bringing in his Egyptian pyramid from home which sparked a lot of our learning for the week 
(Y1) 

Malika for working so hard on her Egyptian homework – The hieroglyphics look wonderful! (Y1) 
 

Siraag for his growing in confidence when taking on a challenging learning experience and for giving 
100% effort everyday (Y2) 

Una for working hard every day to make independent & positive improvements in her learning and for be-
ing persistent in her writing (Y2) 
 

Michael and Reben for impressing all of their teachers with their growing knowledge of English and for 
their enthusiasm during our trip to the Science Museum (Y3) 
 

Tianna for her wonderful effort, presentation and for attitude in class (Y4) 

Mustaph for handwriting, learning English numbers and times tables. (Y4) 
 

Aham for being a cheerful and kind member of his new class (Y5) 

Haysam for excellent learning in science - he impressed or recent visitors with his thoughtful reflection 
(Y5) 
 

Awwal for his progress in reading – go Awwal! (Y6) 

Zahra for her overall contribution to our Greenside community this week. (Y6) 
 
6. Messages from the PSA 
 
 



 

7. Community Events 
 

a) Breakfast Club – our Greenside Community 

Earlier this half term Ms. Williams told us a little about our Greenside Breakfast Club and this week she 
has sent an update! 
“This half term students are the most enthusiastic bunch that have attended breakfast club so far!!! 
Students have debated and decided on each session’s menu then helped to prep and cook breakfast as 
well as learning how to wash and tidy after themselves.  
Archie Y4 “I was fussy but I tried lots of new food and really like them. Cheesy tortillas were my favourite.” 

Omar Y3 “I loved the fried egg bagels. They were the best breakfast ever!!!” 

Andre Y3 “ I like that we get to eat food that we wouldn’t eat at home.” 

The smells that travel down the corridor from the food room even have staff putting in orders for breakfast 
too”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) GGL Student Voice – Non- Uniform Event - Raising Money For Charity 

Our GGL Student Voice Group requested and organized a non-uniform day as our final venture to raise 
money for our Charity and Celebration Project – by wearing warm and wintery clothes and donating a coin 
for charity we are delighted that together we raised £505 – this is an amazing amount on one day so thank 
you to everyone who contributed – the Refugees will be able to buy so many invaluable things with this 
amount and we have definitely helped to make their Christmas much cheerier and helped save lives! 
In our next Newsletter we will be publishing a ‘Charity & Celebration’ special so please look out for that! 
 

c) Greenside Twitter 

Ms Buchanan reminds us: “Our Greenside Twitter is beginning to grow a very large following and this 
week Greenside went viral in Hammersmith and Fulham! On our school Twitter Page you’ll find lots of  
info, updates, and behind the scenes photos, of all that we get up to at Greenside. It’s also a great way of 
finding out all that we’re doing within our GGL Federation and in our local community, and acknowledging 
all that our local community does for us in return. You can find our page @GreensideW12 or type in 
Greenside Primary School is the search bar of the app. Please throw us a like or a retweet and tell your 
friends!” 

 
8. Interesting Greenside Learning News 
 

a) Link and Learn 

Thank you to all the parents/ carers in EYFS that attended our Link and Learn phonics morning last week. 
We really hope you found it useful for understanding more about what phonics is, how we teach it, and 
what your daughter/ son is really capable of! We will run another morning similar to this in the Spring term 
all about Maths- so stay tuned! 



 

b) Trips around Town! 
 

On Monday Y3 paid a visit to the Science Museum. The purpose of our visit was to help us to think about 
how science is shaping our future, linking with our film text Back to the Future, and the impact that it is 
having on our lives. We travelled there on the tube and when we arrived we were taken straight to the 
Wonderlab. We loved this part of the museum, as it contains all sorts of interactive exhibits and fun games 
to explore. We learned about friction by using the slides made of different materials and we even watched 
the museum staff create indoor lightning! We peered into the electricity tube, which some of us were brave 
enough to touch, and we had fun with the cameras that are heat-sensitive. After this we explored the ‘Who 
Am I?’ exhibit and discussed the ways in which our ever-changing knowledge of the human body is    
helping people to live longer and lead healthier lives. One question we asked was, ‘One day, will humans 
be able to live for 1000 years?’ 
Well-done to our Y3 students. 

  

c) Times Tables 

We all know how obsessed we are at Greenside when it comes to being Time Tables Experts! 
Take a look at these different ways of practicing! 
 

Awwal & Omari taking part in the hunt the 6x table game 



 

d) Favourite Children’s Books 

This week we are intrigued by the choices from our EYFS Team: 

 Ms Buchanan: “Tales from Outer Suburbia by Shaun Tan, because it reflects my own childhood so 
accurately”. 

 
 Ms Coppard: “My favourite children's book is The Smartest Giant in Town by Julia Donaldson,   
because it teaches kindness and I am kind!” 

 
 Ms Morra: “My favourite children's book is "Green Eggs and Ham" by Dr. Seuss because it's silly 
and it rhymes!” 

 

 Ms O'Byrne: “The King of Quizzical Island by Gordon Snell and David McKee is my favourite chil-
dren's book because it is imaginative and the illustrations are amazing!” 

 

 Ms Pearson: “Five Minutes Peace” by Jill Murphy because when my own boys were little I could 
definitely identify with Mrs Large. 
 Ms Thomas: “Room on the Broom by Julia Donaldson, I like this story because it is a rhyming book 
and you get to use a lot of different character voices to read it”. 

 
Thank you all for sharing your recommendations and memories. 
 

9. Home Learning Challenge 
 

Mr Yeats writes: “We have been focusing on a theme of 'Across the Universe' recently and been inspired 
by the Beatles song of the same title - possibly my fav Beatles song of all time by the way! So, for my   
design challenge, I would like you all to design and build your very own rocket ship that could take you 
'Across the Universe!' It can be made out of anything you like, must be decorated beautifully and have an 
inspiring name. I still have some wonderful Yellow Submarines in my office so would love to add some 
super rocket ships too. I want to see designs that are out of this world so get creative and get building. 
Please bring these in at the start of next term”. 

 

 
 

 



 
Wishing you all a wonderful holiday time with your family and friends! 
Karen 

 

 

 

 

 

Karen Bastick-Styles – Executive Head 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


